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ABSTRACT The patient of Parkinson’s disease (PD) is facing a critical neurological disorder issue. Efficient
and early prediction of people having PD is a key issue to improve patient’s quality of life. The diagnosis of
PD specifically in its initial stages is extremely complex and time-consuming. Thus, the accurate and efficient
diagnosis of PD has been a significant challenge for medical experts and practitioners. In order to tackle this
issue and to accurately diagnosis the patient of PD, we proposed amachine-learning-based prediction system.
In the development of the proposed system, the support vector machine (SVM) was used as a predictive
model for the prediction of PD. The L1-norm SVM of features selection was used for appropriate and highly
related features selection for accurate target classification of PD and healthy people. The L1-norm SVM
produced a new subset of features from the PD dataset based on a feature weight value. For the validation of
the proposed system, the K -fold cross-validation method was used. In addition, the metrics of performance
measures, such as accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision, F1 score, and execution time, were computed
for model performance evaluation. The PD dataset was in this paper. The optimal accuracy achieved the best
subset of the selected features that might be due to various contributions of the PD features. The experimental
findings of this paper suggest that the proposed method can be used to accurately predict the PD and can
be easily incorporated in healthcare for diagnosis purpose. Currently, the computer-based assisted predictive
system is playing an important role to assist in PD recognition. In addition, the proposed approach fills in a
gap on feature selection and classification using voice recordings data by properly matching the experimental
design.

INDEX TERMS Classification, feature selection, L1-norm support vector machine, Parkinson’s disease
diagnosis, performance, voice recording.

I. INTRODUCTION

Parkinson’s disease (PD) is considered a common neuro-
logical sickness around the globe. Parkinson disease is a
progressive and long-term disorder the central nervous sys-

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Xinyu Du.

tem that badly affects people whose age is usually above
60 years. The cells suffering from PD do not have a con-
sistent flow of dopamine with the motor system. The vocal
impairment is hypothesized initial signs of the disease [1].
Dr. James Parkinson in 1817, PD was discovered as ‘‘shaking
palsy’’. He identified six causes of PD where three of them
were examined by him [2]. Diagnosed that people with
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Parkinsonism has vocal disorders problems that affect their
speech volume level and face complexity in the pronunci-
ation of syllables and so forth. Thus to use vocal measure-
ments as an effective diagnostic tool for PD recognition [3].
Singh et al. [4] Parkinson disease is the critical disorder
sickness second to Alzheimer’s disease and the complete
PD treatment has not discovered till now. The existing tech-
nique of therapies is good for tackle PD symptoms. However,
researchers have made attempts to find out the effective
treatment strategy that ensures recovery and treatment. In [5]
the PD diagnosis is being typically based on conducted few
invasive techniques and empirical tests and examinations.
The invasive based techniques in order to diagnose the PD
are very expensive, less efficient, as well as very complex
equipment’s needed to conducts and the accuracy is also not
satisfactory.
New approaches are needed to diagnose PD. Therefore,

less expensive, simplified and reliable methods should be
adapted to diagnosis disease and ensure treatments. How-
ever, noninvasive diagnosis techniques of PD require being
investigated.Machine learning techniques are used to classify
PD and healthy people. It has been measured that vocal
issues of disorders can be assessed for early PD detection [6].
PD diagnosing and controlling using speech signals is more
reliable. However, the telemonitoring techniques that use
speech signals permit far off monitoring of PD.
To classify PD and healthy people the usage of speech sig-

nals is an effective technique for diagnosing PD from speech
impairments. In Literature, different machines learning based
classification techniques have been proposed to classify PD
and healthy people from speech signals, and are reported in
the study.
Tsanas et al. [7] used a dataset consisting of 263 speech

samples from 43 people and 76.7 % of dataset were PD,
the leftover dataset was healthy. They utilized an updated
version of the dataset that was utilized in [8]. Little et al. [8]
present an assessment of measures for the identity of PD
subjects from healthy by detecting dysphonia. They diag-
nosed 23 PD and 8 healthy people and their dataset recorded
vowels and used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for clas-
sification and achieved classification accuracy 91.4 %. In [9]
132 extracted features from speech signals applied dysphonia
methods. The database only contained vowels and some fea-
tures extraction algorithms such as Least Absolute Shrinkage
Selection Operator (LASSO), Minimal Redundancy Maxi-
mal Relevance (MRMR), Relief and Local Learning Based
Feature Selection (LLBFS), were used and 10 features
selected from 132 were selected by FS algorithms. These
10 features were used as input parameters for classification
with two machine learning algorithms (Random Forests and
SVM). In another study Tsana et al. [10] process speech
signals of PD to compute a relationship between severity of
the PD and disorder of speech. In [11] Gök studied the dataset
used in [8]. They applied an ensemble of k-nearest neighbor
(k-NN) algorithms to increase the accuracy. Features selec-
tion was deployed to find suitable features for prediction

of PD. Bayestehtashk et al. [12] proposed a diagnosis of the
severity of PD using speech signals. They designed a system
that used analysis of regression for prediction of the severity
of PD through sustained phonations. In [13] Taha used a
machine learning algorithm SVM for classification of speech
signals in PD and utilized the N-fold Cross validation tech-
nique. The data set for the experiment contained 240 running
voice samples recorded from 60 PD and 20 healthy people.
Those samples of speech were clinically rated via unified
Parkinson’s, score scale motor exam of speech (UPDRS-S).

Sakar et al. [3] collected multiple voice recording from
40 people in which 20 PD and 20 healthy. The voice sam-
ples 26 inclusive of everyday sentences, numbers, words
and contained vowels had been gathered for each con-
cern and 26 features had been extracted from voice sig-
nals by Praat Acoustic Analysis Software [14]. They carried
out Leave-One-Subject-Out (LOSO) and s-LOO validation
methods to compute the performance of K-NN and Lib-
SVM classifiers [15]. They compared the classifier perfor-
mance using performance measuring metrics like accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity and Matthews’s correlation coefficient
(MCC). İ. Cantürk and Karabibe [16] proposed approach
was designed on a machine learning based system and use
speech signals. Four FS algorithms (LASSO, relief, LLBS,
and MRMR) were applied to filter out the most appro-
priate features from the dataset. Moreover; classifiers such
as Ada boost, SVM, k-NN, multi-layer perceptron (MLP),
and Naïve Bayes (NB) were applied for classification PD
and healthy subjects. Moreover, two validation techniques
i.e. k-Fold, and LOSO were utilized for correct classifica-
tion of PD. The proposed system performances were mea-
sured by performance measuring metrics such as accuracy
of classification, sensitivity and specificity, and MCC. The
computation complexity of algorithm also computed and
the system was evaluated on a PD dataset which contained
multiple types of voice signals. Wen et al. [17] proposed
an efficient feature selection and classification system for
vehicle detection. They used Haar-like feature section tech-
nique and RBF-SVM for vehicle detection. The proposed
method achieved better performance. Hong et al. [18] pro-
posed a feature selection method to improve the effective-
ness of the text mining analysis. A new genetic algorithm
was designed for text mining to increase the search per-
formance. Furthermore, FSGA improved the clustering and
speed performance. Zhu et al. [19] propose a framework
of using PU learning for SbME using latent topics identi-
fied by a topic model for feature dimension reduction. The
LDA method has a significantly smaller dimension than the
term based method it is more practical in a SbME setting,
where computational efficiency is crucial in providing real
time update of search results per the user’s query docu-
ments. Daassi-Gnaba et al. [20] proposed a system for Wood
Moisture Content Prediction Using Feature Selection Tech-
niques and a Kernel Method. The proposed system obtained
high performance. Cai et al. [21] proposed framework for
prediction of PD. They used SVM classifier and relief
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TABLE 1. Subjects details of sex, age, PD stage and number of years since detected.

feature selection algorithm with bacterial foraging optimiza-
tion (BFO) and achieved best classification performance.
Naranjo et al. [22] proposed a classification system. They
used two-stage features and classification approach (TSFSA)
for Parkinson’s disease diagnosis by applied sound recording
replication and achieved the best performance. In another
study Bi et al. [46] proposed a methodology for conduct-
ing importance-performance analysis through online review
by the combination of LDA, IOVO-SVM and ENNM. The
proposed method obtained effective analysis results with
low cost and with small time. Liu et al. [47] proposed
a framework for multi-class sentiment classification. They
used different feature selection/machine learning algorithms

and achieved good results compared to other existing stud-
ies. In [48] Liu et al. proposed a method for multi-class
sentiment classification based on an improved one-vs.-one
(OVO) strategy and the support vector machine (SVM) algo-
rithm. The experimental results demonstrated that proposed
method achieved high performance as compared to existing
studies.

The main contribution of this study is to propose a
machine-learning based system to successfully diagnose peo-
ple with PD and improve the patient’s life. Machine learn-
ing predictive model SVM was used for PD and healthy
people classification. The L1-Norm SVM was used for
appropriate features selection that improves the classification
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performance of the classifier. We adopted the L1-Norm
SVM for appropriate feature selection in this study because
the classification performance of L1-Norm SVM FS based
method is good as compare to other methods of classifica-
tion for PD and healthy people. These methods where used
other feature selection algorithms such as LASSO, MRMR,
LLBFS [9], Relief with BFO [21] and two-stage feature
selection method [18]. Furthermore, all these studies used
these FS algorithms for the same dataset [8], [23]. The K
Fold cross-validation was used in to select the best hyper
parameters for best model evaluation. Performance evalua-
tion metrics such as classification accuracy, sensitivity, and
specificity were utilized to check the proposed system perfor-
mance. The proposed system has been tested on PD data-set
multiple types of sound signals.
Following are the key contributions of the proposed

research study:

I. The performance of classifier checked on selected fea-
tures subsets which are selected by L1-Norm SVM
algorithm along with K–folds cross-validation tech-
nique.

II. The performance also checked on full features set and
compared with performance on selected features sets.

III. The system has been tested on PD dataset and achieved
very high classification performance.

IV. We suggest that the proposed system can be effectively
diagnosis PD and easily incorporated in the healthcare
system.

The paper reaming sections are organized as follows.
Section 2, explored the PD dataset, features selection tech-
nique and classification algorithm in detail. The validation
technique and performance evaluation metrics also briefly
discuss in this section. In section 3 the experimental results
are analyzed and discussed in details. The paper conclusion
and future work direction are given in the last section 4.

II. MATERIALS AND METHOD

The sub-sections below discuss the materials and method of
the proposed research work.

A. DATASET

Dataset used in the research was adopted from the repository
of the University of Oxford (UO) with collaboration with
national center for voice developed by little et al. [8] and is
available at the UC Irvine repository of data mining [23]. The
original research published that feature extraction methods
for general voice disorders. The voice recordings of 31 peo-
ple, including 23 people with Parkinson’s disease contained
16 males and 7 females) and 8 healthy controls (males = 3
and females = 5) were deployed in the study. In the dataset
table, each column for voice and each row are related to one
of 195 voice recording from an individual subject. Addition-
ally, the people of age from 46 to 85 years with a mean value
of age is 65.8 and standard division 9.8. The main objective
of this dataset was to classify people with Parkinson’s disease

Algorithm 1 Proposed System
Begin
Step1: data preprocessing using standard scalar, and Min-
Max scalar on PD dataset;
i.e. V− = v−min

max−min
(newmax − newmin) + newmin in Eq(1)

Step2: selected features by L1 –Norm SVM;
Step3: For j = 1: k, performance estimation applied k-fold
cross- validation, where k = 10

Training set = k-1 sub-group of 195 instances;
Testing set k-9 sub-set of 195 instances;

Step4: train classifiers with k-1 sub-groups with initial
hyper- parameters values(C, γ );
Step5: validate classifier on a test set of 10- folds and
achieved the best combination of hyper-parameters;

Repeat step 3 and 4;
Step6: Compute average classification results of 10 fold
processing

i.e. E = 1
10

∑10
i=1 Ei; Eq(13)

Step 7: performance of the best predictive model on j
testing set;
Step8: finish;

from healthy people by finding differences in vowel vocal-
ization. The ‘‘status’’ attribute is set to 0 for healthy and 1 for
PD people. For each subject, an average of 6 phonation of a
vowel was recorded for 36 second and total of 195 samples
were recorded. The phonations were recorded in industrial
acoustic company sound-treated booth by the microphone
which at distance 8 cm from mouth and microphone was
calibrated as presented in [24]. The voice speech signals were
stored in the computer using a computerized speech labo-
ratory. Table 1 shows the details of the subject [8] of each
recording based on different measurements like vocal pertur-
bation and nonlinear measurements and thus 23 features were
extracted. Thus the extracted dataset size is 195∗23 matrixes.
Table 2 shows the 23 features of voice signals of PD dataset.

B. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM METHODOLOGY

The proposed system designed to classify PD and healthy
people. In the development of the proposed system,
the machine learning predictive model SVM was used. The
L1-Norm SVM algorithm was used for appropriate features
selection that classifier effectively classifies PD and healthy
subjects. Furthermore, the k-fold cross-validation technique
was applied for best hyper-parameters and for predictive
model selection. Four performance evaluation metrics were
used for predictive model evaluation. The PD dataset which
online available at UC Irvine data mining repository was used
for testing of the proposed system. The methodology of the
proposed system is structured into five steps, preprocessing of
the dataset, features selection, cross-validation, and machine
learning classifier performance evaluation. The framework of
the proposed classification system as shown in Fig 1.

The following is the pseudo code of the proposed system.
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TABLE 2. 23 Features of voice samples of PD dataset [8].

1) PREPROCESSING OF DATA

For a good representation of data preprocessing is a very
important step and machine-learning classifier should be
trained and tested effectively. Techniques of preprocessing
include removing of missing values, standard scalar, Min-
Max Scalar have been applied to the dataset. In standard
Scalar ensures that every feature has the mean 0 and vari-
ance 1. Similarly, in Min-Max Scalar arrange the data such
that all features are between 0 and 1, [26]. The features having
missing values that feature row are deleted from the dataset.
Mathematical form Min-Max normalization is expressed in
equations (1).
Min-max normalization:

V− =
v− min

max − min
(newmax − newmin) + newmin (1)

where V is the old feature value and V− is the new
one.

2) FEATURES SELECTION (FS) ALGORITHM

Features selection algorithms are necessary to remove irrel-
evant features from feature space. The reduced features will
improve the accuracy of classification and deduced execution
time of classifier. In this study, we use L1–Norm SVM algo-
rithm for features selection. The formulation of the L1-Norm
support vector machine is given below:

Consider a data set S with n instances. As expressed in
equation (2):

S =
{

(xi, yi) |xiεR
n, yiε{−1, 1}

}k

i=1 (2)

where xi is the ith instance that has n features and a class label
yi where xi expressed in equation (3):

xi = {xi1, xi2 . . . . . . , xin} (3)

where xij is the values of the jth features in
instance xi.
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FIGURE 1. A framework of the proposed classification system.

The two class categorization problem, support vector
machine SVM learns the separating hyper-plane w × x = b

that maximize themargin distance 2
‖α‖22

, where α is the weight

vector and b is the bias term. The primal form of SVM is given
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in [27] and expressed mathematically in equation (4):

minα b
1

2
‖α‖22 (4)

Subject to the following conditions:
{

yi (αxi − b) ≥ 1, i = 1, k
}

In Cortes and Vapnik [28] suggested the SVM modified ver-
sion and named it soft Margin SVM and mathematically
written in equation (5):

minα,b,➜
1

2
‖α‖22 + C

∑k

i=1
➜i (5)

Subject to conditions below:






yi (∝ xi − b) ≥ 1 − ξi

ξ i ≥ 0, i =
1−

1, k

where ➜(i) is slack variable, which computes the degree of
misclassification of instance xi, C> 0 is error penalty param-
eter.
In [29], Bradley and Mangasarian proposed L1-Norm

SVM algorithm for features selection as a consequence of the
resulting sparse solutions and expressed in equation (6):

minα,b,➜ ‖α‖1 + C
∑k

i=1
➜i (6)

Subject to following conditions:
{

yi (∝ xi − b) ≥ 1 − ξi

ξ i ≥ 0, i = 1, k

}

The optimization problem of L1-Norm SVM could be
described in the below equation (7) [30].

minα,b ‖α‖1 + C
∑k

i=1
max

(

0, 1 − yi
(

αT xi+ b
))2

(7)

The following is the pseudo code of L1-NormSVMalgorithm
for features selection:

3) MACHINE LEARNING CLASSIFIER

In this study, the following classifier was used for PD and
healthy people classification. Here is the brief theoretical and
mathematical background of the classifier is presented.
The support vector machine is classifier and for classifica-
tion problem used mostly, [21], [31]–[35], [38]. Due to the
good performance of classification SVM are used in various
applications widely, [34], [35]. In the classification of the
binary problem, the instances are separatedwith a hyper plane
wTx + b = 0, where w is a d-dimensional coefficient vector,
which is normal to the hyper plane of the surface. The offset
value from the origin is, and x is the data set values. The
SVM get results of w and b. The W can solve by introducing
Lagrangian multipliers in the linear case. On borders, the data
set point are called support vectors. The solution of ‘‘w’’ can
be expressed in equation (8):

w =
∑n

i=1
αiyixi (8)

Algorithm 2 Feature Selection
Begin
Step1: create n instances, xi = {x i1, x I2. . . xin} of the
dataset; equation (3)
Step2: applied CV test on each instance for adjusting reg-
ularized hyper -parameter C and γ ;
Step3: using L1-Norm SVM on each instance and calcu-
lated weight vector α for each feature;
Step4: remove the features who coefficient α = 0 in each
instance;
Step5: Compute the average CV score for each instance;
Step6: repeat step 2 to 5 up to that no features of α = 0 for
all each instance of dataset;
Step7: choose the subset of features for each instance of
the dataset who cross-validation score values are high;
Step 8: combined all remaining features into a new reduced
set of features;
Step9: produced x to reduced features set x− that includes
features in k;
Step10: finish.

where support vectors number is n, yi are output labels to x.
The w and b values are computed, the linear function of
discriminant can be written as in equation (9):

f(x) = sgn
(

∑n

i=1
αiyix

T
i x + b

)

(9)

The non-linear case, the kernel trick, and decision function
can be expressed in equation (10):

f(x) = sgn
(

∑n

i=1
αiyiK (xi, x) + b

)

(10)

The positive semi definite functions that obey Mercer‘s con-
dition as kernel functions [33]: Such as the polynomial kernel
as expressed in equation (11):

(

K (x, xi) =

((

xTxi
)

+ 1
)d

)

(11)

The Gaussian kernel as expressed in equation (12):
(

K (x, xi) = exp
(

−γ ‖x − xi‖
2
))

(12)

There are two parameters that should be determined in the
SVM model: C and γ .

4) VALIDATION METHOD

To check the proposed system performance K-folds Cross-
validation (CV) [45], method and three evaluation metrics
were used. In this study we used K-fold cross-validation and
according to k-fold the data set was split into k identical
components. The k-1 groups were applied for training and
leftover was used for testing purposes in each step. The k
times the process is iterated. Then the average of k results is
computed to get the performance of the classifier. The cross-
validation different Value of k was selected and we used the
value of k = 10 in our experiments. In 10 fold CV process,
90% of the data used for training and 10% data were used for
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FIGURE 2. The 10-fold cross-validation process.

testing. The 10-time repeated the validation process. In the
process of each fold, all samples are randomly distributed
in the training and test groups over the entire dataset prior
to selection of new training and test sets for the new cycle.
Finally, at the end of 10 folds Processes, an average of all
performance metrics are computed. As shown in fig 2 esti-
mated performances Ei for each fold were computed and then
used to calculate the estimated average performance E of
the model. The mathematical equation for estimated average
performance written in equation (13):

E =
I

10

∑10

i=1
Ei (13)

The k-fold cross-validation process, were k = 10 as shown
in fig 2.

5) PERFORMANCES EVALUATION METRICS

Evaluation metrics used to evaluate the performance of clas-
sifier [3], [39]–[44]. In this study, three performance evalu-
ation metrics were used. Table 3 shows the confusion matrix
of the binary classification problem.

TABLE 3. Confusion matrix [16]–[37].

According to Table 3 we compute the following metrics
and mathematically expressed in equations (14), (15), (16),
(17) and (18) respectively.

TP(True Positive) if the subject is classified as PD.
TN (True Negative) if a healthy subject is classified as

healthy.
FP (False Positive) if a healthy subject is classified as PD.
FN (False Negative) if a PD is classified as healthy.
Classification Accuracy: Accuracy shows the overall per-

formance of the classification system. Accuracy is the diag-
nostic test probability that correctly performed.

Ac =
TN + TP

TP+ TN + FP+ FN
∗ 100% (14)
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TABLE 4. Weights and rank of 22 features in descending order.

Sensitivity/Recall: The ratio of correctly classified heart
patient subjects to all number of heart patient subjects. The
sensitivity of the classifier the o detecting positive instances,
it is known also as ‘‘true positive rate’’. Sensitivity (true
positive fraction) that a diagnostic test is positive and sub-
ject has the disease Sensitivity (Sn) /Recall/True positive
rate

Sn =
TP

Tp+ FN
∗ 100% (15)

Specificity: Specificity shows that a diagnostic test is neg-
ative and the person is healthy.

Specificity = Sp =
TN

TN + FP
∗ 100% (16)

Precision =
Tp

(TP+ FP)
∗ 100% (17)

F1- score: The traditional F-measure or balanced F-
score (F1 score) is the harmonic mean of precision and
recall:

F1 − score = 2 ·
precision.recall

precision+ recall
(18)

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ANALYSIS AND

DISCUSSION

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to test the proposed diagnosis system performance,
various experiments were conducted in this study. The first,
experiment is concerned about features selection by L1-Norm
SVM algorithm. In the second experiment, we checked the
performance of support vector machine on PD dataset on
full features with k-fold cross validation where k = 10.
In the remaining experiments, classifiers performance were
checked on 22 different features subsets that produced by
L1 Norm SVM FS algorithm with 10 folds cross-validation.
To check the performance of classifier performance mea-
suring metrics were computed. The Experimental results
of the proposed study compared with some of the states
of the art methods. Furthermore, all experimental results
are tabulated in tables, graphically demonstrated for better
understanding.

Based on experimental results analysis and discussion
various conclusions were derived and reported in conclu-
sion sections. Additionally, the proposed approach fills in
a gap on feature selection and classification using voice
recordings data by properly matching the experimental
design.
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FIGURE 3. L1-Norm SVM algorithm based features weight and ranking.

The python on an Intel(R) CoreTM i5 -2400CPU
@3.10 GHz CPU, 4 GB RAM, and window 10 experi-
mental setups was used for computation of all experimental
results.

B. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

1) EXPERIMENT 1. RESULTS OF THE SELECTED

22 DIFFERENT SUBSETS OF FEATURES BY L1-NORM

SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE (FS) ALGORITHM

To recognize the prediction of PDwith reducing features sub-
space, L1-Norm SVM was used for creating reduce different
subsets of features from the PD dataset. L1-Norm SVM fea-
tures selection process based on feature weight. Thus 22 dif-
ferent subsets of features were constructed by eliminating
feature step by step from feature set based on feature weight
from lower to higher rank. The 22 features weight and ranking
as shown in fig 3. The 22 features subsets were constructed
in a detrimental way. The features such as X1 = MDVP: Flo
(Hz), X2 = MDVP: Fhi (Hz), X3 = MDVP: Flo (Hz), X16
= HNR, X10 = DVP: Shimmer (dB), X17 = RPDE, X18 =

D2 and X19 = DFA have very high weight value and these
features includes in most subsets of features. Furthermore,
all these features are critically necessary for PD prediction.
The feature X 20 = spread1 have negative value among all
the features and less significantly important for prediction of
PD.
Table 5 shows the 22 different feature subsets created by

L1-Norm SVM algorithm.
The fig 3 show the ranking of features.

2) EXPERIMENT 2. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON

FULL FEATURES SET WITH 10 FOLDS CV

In this experiment SVM kernels, RBF and linear were used
for classification. The 10 folds cross-validation average value

FIGURE 4. Classification performance on full features.

FIGURE 5. The F1- score evaluation of the classifier.

was computed on full features set with different values of
hyper-parameters C and γ . These results were tabulated
into Table 6. The classification performance of SVM kernel
RBF with 10 folds CV on full features set where hyper-
parameters values were C = 1 and γ = 0.025 and obtained
good classification results as compared to other values of
hypermeters. The average value of 10 folds the classification
performance obtained 95% accuracy, 94 % specificity, and
100% sensitivity. The classification performance of SVM
kernel linear on full features with hyper-parameters C= 1 and
γ = 0.025 was good as compared SVM(RBF) and average
classification performance of 10 folds achieved 97% accu-
racy, 96% specificity, and 100% sensitivity. The 96% speci-
ficity shows that the correct classification of healthy people,
similarly 100 % sensitivity value shows that classifier accu-
rately classification Parkinson disease people. The F1 –score
performance metric also computed. In fig 4 the good clas-
sification performances of SVM (kernel = RBF) and SVM
(kernel = linear) was shown graphically for better under-
standing. Fig 4 shows the classification performance of full
features.

Fig 5 show the F1-score of the classifier
evaluation.
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TABLE 5. Feature subsets produced by L1-norm SVM (FS) algorithm.

C. RESULTS OF THE PROPOSED CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM

1) EXPERIMENT 3. CLASSIFICATION PERFORMANCE ON

SELECTED SUBSETS OF FEATURES WITH 10 FOLDS CV

In this section, 22 experiments were performed on 22 subsets
of the features. Each set of features with 10 folds cross-
validation method was used and computes the average value
of 10 folds. Thus 22 different records for 22 sets of features
were constructed as reported in table 7. The SVM classifier
was used as a classifier for the classification of PD and
healthy people. Hyper-parameters C and γ different values
were passed to the classifier. According to Table 7, the clas-
sification performance of SVM classifier on 22 features set
was 97%, 96% and 100% in terms of accuracy, specificity,
and sensitivity respectively. The performance on 21, 20, 19,
18 features sets as the same to 22 features set approximately
in term of accuracy. The Classification performance of SVM
on 17, 16, 15, 14, 13 and 12 features set was good as com-
pared to 22 to 18 features sets. Classification performance
on features sets 11 and 10 was very good as compared to
other subsets of features. At 10 features set the classifier
obtained classification accuracy of 99%, specificity 99%, and
sensitivity 100%. Thus we reduced features subset 10 is suit-
able features subset for PD and healthy subject classification.

FIGURE 6. Classification performance on selected features subset.

The classification accuracy 99% shows the overall cor-
rect proposed system performance. The specificity 99% at
10 features set show that these features effectively predicted
health people. Similarly, 100 % sensitivity show that the
classifier accurately detected PD people on 10 features set.
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TABLE 6. Classification on full features with 10 folds crosses validation.

The classification performance gradually reduced as the size
of the dataset decreased. On reducing the feature set size
1 the classifier obtained 70% accuracy, 56% specificity, and
90% sensitivity, precision 99%. In fig 6 the classification
performances on a different number of features subset graph-
ically shown for better understanding of the results. The
F1-score performance evaluationmetric also computed for all
experiments. In fig 7 the F1- score performance of classier
on different selected feature sets shown. The execution of
classifier was 1.120 seconds on full future set while on
selected feature sets the execution time gradually reduced to
0.002 seconds. Hence feature selection reduced the execution
time of classifier. In fig 8 the execution time of classifier on
has been shown on full and on selected features set.

D. PERFORMANCE COMPARISION ON FEATURES FULL

SET AND ON BEST SELECTED FEATURES SET

Fig 9 shows the classification performance of the classifier on
features full set and on best-selected features set. On selected

FIGURE 7. F1-score evaluation of the proposed classification system.

features subset of size 10 i.e. {X2, X1, X3, X16, X18, X19,
X17, X10, X21, X22}, the classifier obtained 99% accuracy,
99% specificity, and 100% sensitivity and on full features
set the obtained 97% accuracy of classification, 96 % speci-
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TABLE 7. Classification performances on subsets of selected feature by L1-norm SVM algorithm with 10 folds cross-validation.

FIGURE 8. Execution time of classifier on different selected feature sets.

ficity, and 100 % sensitivity. Thus from above experiments
2 and 3, we analyzed that relevant features increased the
classification performance of the classifier. Fig 9 shows the
classification performance on the full feature set and on the
best-selected feature set. The execution time of classifier on
full feature set was 1.120 seconds and on best feature sub

FIGURE 9. Classification performances on the full and on best-selected
feature set.

was.022 seconds. Fig 10 shows the execution of classifier
on the full feature set and on best-selected feature set shown
graphically.

The fig 11 show the classification accuracy of the proposed
method and other proposed previously methods.
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TABLE 8. Proposed study classification performance and results of other previously proposed methods.

FIGURE 10. Classifier execution time on full feature set and on best
selected feature set.

According to table 8 and Fig 11, the classification accuracy
of the proposed study is good as compare to other previous
studies for Parkinson disease recognition. The proposed study
achieved 99 % classification accuracy, 99% specificity show
that the proposed technique is good for detection of healthy
people. The 100% sensitivity correctly detected the Parkinson
disease people. Similarly, the F1 score performance of the
proposed approach is good. The Proposed study concluded
that the predictive performance of the machine learning clas-
sifier, improvedwhen using certain important features instead
of all features in the dataset. Due to appropriate features selec-
tion classifier predictive performance increased and reduced
the computational complexity. Therefore effective feature
selection algorithms definitely take critical roles to select
the best feature from feature space for the optimal perfor-
mance of machine learning classifier. The L1-Norm SVM
based selected features effectively discriminated the people of
Parkinson disease and healthy people. Due to these reasons,
the propped approach preferences are excellent from previous
studies of PD recognition. Currently, computer-based assisted

FIGURE 11. Classification accuracy of the proposed method and other
methods previously proposed.

predictive system playing an important role to assist in PD
recognition. Additionally, the proposed approach fills in a gap
on feature selection and classification using voice recordings
data by properly matching the experimental design.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To the best of the author’s knowledge in this study, an efficient
diagnosis system was developed for the prediction of PD.
In the development of the system, machine learning classifier
SVM was used for PD and healthy people classification.
L1-Norm support vector machine of feature selection was
used for appropriate and highly related features for accurate
target classification of PD and healthy people. L1-Norm
SVM algorithm produced new subsets of features from PD
dataset based on feature coefficient weight value. The k-folds
cross-validation, where k = 10 was applied to select the
optimal values of tuning parameters for the best classification
model. Additionally, the techniques of performance mea-
suring metrics such as accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity,
precision, recall, and F1-score and execution time(seconds)
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were used for model performance evaluation. The PD dataset
of 23 attributes and 195 instances available on UC Irvine
data mining repository was used for testing of the proposed
system. Machine learning libraries in python were used for
the implementation and development of the proposed system.
The experimental results analysis shows that the proposed
system classify the PD and healthy people effectively. The
improvement of PD prediction might be due to various contri-
butions the PD features. These findings suggest that the pro-
posed diagnosis system could be used to accurately predict
PD and furthermore could be easily incorporated in health-
care. Currently, computer-based assisted predictive system
is playing an important role to assist in PD recognition.
Additionally, the proposed approach fills in a gap on feature
selection and classification using voice recordings data by
properly matching the experimental design.
The reduced space of features by L1-Norm SVM FS algo-

rithm show that these are highly important features that diag-
nosis PD accurately as compared to original features space.
The classification performance of SVM classifier on reduced
features subset 10 was excellent as compared full features
set and on other reduced features subsets. The average 10
folds cross-validation of classifier obtained 99% accuracy,
99% specificity, and 100% sensitivity. The 99% specificity
value shows that it is good for the detection of healthy people.
Similarly, 100% sensitivity show that classifier effectively
detected PD people. The 10 folds cross-validation is an effec-
tive method of validation. According to L1-Norm support
vector machine feature selection algorithm, select the most
important features are MDVP: Fhi (Hz), MDVP: Fo (Hz),
MDVP: Flo (Hz), HNR, D2, DFA, RPDE, MDVP: Shimmer
(dB), spread2, and PPE. These features have great impacts on
the classification of PD and healthy people.
The novelty of this study is developing a system of diag-

nosis to classify PD and healthy People. The system used
the FS algorithm L1-Norm support vector machine, classi-
fier, cross-validation technique, and performance measuring
metrics for PD diagnosis. As we think that decision support
system development through machine learning approach it
will be better for prediction of PD. Furthermore, we know that
irrelevant features also degrade the performance of the diag-
nosis system and computation time increase. Hence, another
innovative part of proposed study to used features selection
algorithm to select a relevant subset of features that improve
the classification performance diagnosis system. According
to Table 8 and figure 11 the performance of the proposed
system is excellent and achieved 99% classification as com-
pared to the classification performances of other proposed
studies. The execution time of classifier on full feature set
was 1.120 seconds and on best feature sub was 0.022 sec-
onds. Hence feature selection reduced the execution time of
classifier.
In the future other features selection algorithms, optimiza-

tion and deep neural network classification methods will be
utilized to further increase the performance of the diagnosis
system for PD diagnosis.
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